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a b s t r a c t

In rail freight transportation, general merchandise freight cars may pass through many classification sta-
tions on their route from origin to destination. The Railroad Blocking Problem (RBP) is to reclassify
inbound traffic from various origins in the classification stations and put them on outbound trains with
the same or close destinations, the objective of the RBP is to minimize the total operating costs of deliv-
ering all traffic on the railway network while satisfying the resource and capacity constraints at the sta-
tions and the priority constraints for shipments. In this paper, we introduce a new mathematic model
which can comprehensively describe the blocking strategy and various combinations of multi-route
O–D pairs in large scale railway network. Furthermore, we propose an improved Ant Colony (AC) algo-
rithm for RPB, and a computational experiment derived from the real life instances of coal heavy haul rail
network in north China is given. Experimental results verified the validation of the model and effective-
ness of the algorithm.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In railway industry, a general merchandise shipment may first
be loaded into a railway car and then those cars with the same
or close destination will be formatted into a train, this signals
the beginning of the cars’ journey.

Generally speaking, the modes of train operation are as follows:
some cars will be operated into the mode of direct train to the des-
tination with no reclassification in any marshalling stations, and
the rest of the car will be operated into some other undirected-
trains with the same direction and reclassified when they arrive
some marshalling stations until they reach the destination.

For undirected-trains, during this long haul part of the journey
from Origin to Destination (OD), the cars may pass through several
classification stations (marshalling stations). At each of these sta-
tions, this cars be taken as inbound traffic, and may be reclassified
(sorted and grouped together) to be placed on another outgoing
train, because some trains will be disassembled and vanished
and some new trains will be generated in classification stations,
the classification stations are also called railway terminals.

Each time, once the cars are reclassified in the marshalling sta-
tion, there will be one more converging time, and the converging
process will be very time-consuming and complicated. Firstly,
some train will be disassembled, and then there will be some pro-

cesses for converging, that is, after disassembled and vanished,
those dropped cars will be placed on the marshalling yard, until
there are enough cars in the near classification track to format a
new train in the same direction, since the requirements of weight
and length of the train. The converging process is one necessary
part in the reclassification process with great proportion, and each
time in that process, lots of time that is called converging time will
be spent into waiting. Therefore, the converging process cause the
transportation delay for the shipment.

The reclassification processes result in not only transporting de-
lay for the shipment, but also waste of labor and capital, since con-
struction and maintenance of large marshalling stations are
expensive, many workers and large quantities of equipment are
needed to handle the work.

How to decrease the total reclassification number of all ship-
ments is one of the key problems in railway operation planning pol-
icies. In this policy, many factors play an important role, such as the
wagon flow structure, the wagon flow routing, the quantity of
freight cars, and the capacity of the marshalling station and so on.

When considering the wagon flow routing, ‘‘the shortest route”
may mean the shortest path, may the shortest time or the most
economic way. However, since the limit of the capacity of the sta-
tion in the shortest route, part of the flow may go in another longer
way. So the reasonable arrangement of the traffic flow is very
important in the policy.

To decrease the reclassification times of the shipments, several
shipments are grouped together to form a block, once a shipment
is placed in a block, it is not reclassified until it reaches the
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destination of that block. But how to decide which block should be
built for marshalling stations and which blocks to use to deliver
each commodity are the problems must be solved firstly, these sets
of problems are called the Railroad Blocking Problem (RBP), and
the solution of RBP is Train Blocking Plan (TBP), the objective of
RBP is to develop a feasible TBP which minimize the total cost of
delivering the commodities. The cost of the sum of delivering the
commodities is usually considered as ‘‘car-handling” cost which
is called ‘‘Converted Car-Hours (CCH)”.

For the most past time, TBP had been evolved through incre-
mental refinement of an existing plan by hand in China, these
refinements are local in nature since they only considered the ef-
fects of changing a few number of blocks in the existing plan.
The local incremental method has some obvious disadvantages,
such as it may fail to get opportunities for improvement that re-
quire more significant changes to the current TBP, it may not be
sophisticated enough to get the over-all optimal solution for large
real life railway network. The RBP has been widely studied in the
last few decades by railway engineers, both independently and in
conjunction with other problems. Bodin, Golden, and Schuster
(1980) proposed a large Mixed Integer Program (MIP) model with
the nonlinear objective of minimizing the sum of the delays in-
curred during the reclassification. This model has an extremely
large number of binary variables and solved by local searching
with extensive manual intervention. Assad (1980, 1982) proposes
an MIP formulation for routing and makeup based on a network
model. His formulation decides which pairs of terminals should
have direct train service between them. He also presents a
branch-and-bound algorithm to find exact solution for small prob-
lems and a greedy search algorithm for comparatively large scale
problems. Van Dyke (1986) presents the Automatic Blocking Model
(ABM) micro-computer based system that became the heart of
early blocking software marketed by ALK Associates, Inc. The
ABM system developed a heuristic greedy algorithm to add blocks
to an existing blocking plan. Haghani (1989) proposes an MIP with
nonlinear objective to model the train routing and makeup deci-
sions combined with empty car redistribution decisions and a heu-
ristic method for solving it. Keaton (1992) proposes an Integer
Programming (IP) formulation for deciding on blocking plan and
the routings and frequencies of trains. He suggests a heuristic for
solving the formulation and gets solutions with various constraints
relaxed. Lin, Zhu, and Shi (1995) proposes an MIP for RBP and a
simulated annealing based heuristic. David and Hualiang (1996)
proposes neural network method to get a comparatively better
solution for large scale RBP. Recardo, Marcus, and Oscar (2002)
proposes an MIP of traffic flow and frequencies of trains for railway
network. Newton, Barnhart, and Vance (1998) model the blocking
problem as a network design model and formulate it as a mixed
integer program. They develop column generation and branch-
and-price algorithms to solve this problem. Barnhart, Jin, and
Vance (2000) propose Lagrangian relaxation technique to decom-
pose the problem in two sub-problems. Their approaches focus
on determining a near-optimal solution.

To summarize, most of the formulation of the RBP is Mixed Inte-
ger Program (MIP) model, and the algorithms developed to solve
RBP either emphasize obtaining near-optimal solutions resulting
in excessively high running times or suited only for small in-
stances, and/or cannot handle real-life complexities of the blocking
problems fast. There are some evolutionary meta-heuristics and
have been developed for solving combinatorial optimization prob-
lems, but few were used to solve RBP. Through empirical studies
with some of the well-known benchmarks, it has been identified
that evolutionary meta-heuristics shows rapid convergence and
consistency in performance. Recently Ant Colony (AC) algorithm
have been successfully applied to various kinds of combinatorial
optimization problems, the advantages of AC algorithm are not

only robustness to control parameters and computational effi-
ciency, especially for its simple concept, easy implementation to
any scale of problems.

In this paper, we give a new integer programming formulation of
RBP combined with route choosing, and apply ant colony algorithm
to solve it. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we present the model for multi-route RBP. In Section 3,
we suggest an improved ant colony algorithm for RBP, experiments
and application results are shown in Section 4, the conclusion and
outlook for future studies are presented in Section 5.

2. Formulation of the multi-route RBP

2.1. Description of RBP

As we mentioned in the introduction, the physical railway net-
work (the railroad terminals and tracks) is already existed, and the
‘‘blocking network” is simply a virtual network constructed upon
the physical network. The ‘‘blocking network” is a simplified Graph
G (V,R), V is the set of nodes representing the railway stations; R is
the set of arcs between nodes and the weight of every arc repre-
sents the delivering cost from starting node to ending node. So
the blocks are some specified virtual ‘‘directed arcs” which indicate
that commodities are transporting between two stations without
interruption (reclassification).

There are some major constraints for RBP, the first is traffic flow
volume from the terminals, this is determined by the real-life
transportation demands or prediction demands, and the traffic
flow volume determines how many cars should be loaded in termi-
nal. The second constraint is the classification capacity of the ter-
minals. The classification capacity of a terminal is influenced by
tracks, locomotives, crew and other facilities, and the capacity is
determined the weakest part of the station. So, at each terminal,
limited classification resources restrict the number of cars which
can be classified and the number of blocks. The car volume con-
straint would be upper bounds on the flow through each node
and the number of blocks constraint would be limits on the out-de-
gree of each node. The third constraint is the minimum cars that
could be formed a train. A feasible block should consider the eco-
nomic factors to run a direct train, no one can use a very small
block. There are some other constraints such as priority con-
straints, long-term planning of train service, etc.

In this paper, we discuss the RBP together with direct train rout-
ing and frequencies for the coal heavy haul rail network in north
China, so in our formulation, we do not consider priority con-
straints and other constraints.

2.2. Mathematical formulation

The notations used for RBP model are summarized as follows:

Nst The volume of traffic flow from origin s to destination t,
(unit: cars)

sst The classification capacity of the traffic flow Nst in station
t, (unit: cars)

mst The minimum of cars for direct train from station s to
station t, (unit: cars)

xff
ij

The cost for traffic flow Nij loaded in origin and unloaded
in destination, classified in the nearest origin
marshalling stations, but delivered in mode of direct
train to destination, (unit: CCH per car)

xzf
ij

The cost for traffic flow Nij loaded in origin and unloaded in
destination, delivered in mode of direct train from origin
to the marshalling station nearest to destination, and
arrived destination by undirect train, (unit: CCH per car)
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